MATERIALS NEEDED:
A strip of material – satin or polished cotton - 14¼” long x 9¼” wide.

DIRECTIONS:
1. Run a narrow rolled hem around the entire piece of fabric.
2. Place material lengthwise, right side down, on table and mark off 2 inches from the top.
3. Fold up from the bottom to the 2-inch mark.
4. On the bottom section, right side of material, trace the word Nmvqypa (design enclosed).
   Here is where you can display your originality and artistry. Center or slant the design to suit your taste. Put a piece of dark Dritz carbon paper, carbon face down, on the material. Place the design on top of the carbon paper and trace – pressing hard with a ball point pen.
5. Turn down your 2-inch flap and trace the smaller design in the same way as the other.
6. Embroider the designs in spring colors – blues or greens.
7. Turn up flap to sew up the two sides (until flap) – overhand or machine stitch – then turn down flap.
8. Use a button and loop to close flap. (Optional)